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Passion For Brumbies
Simple, yet powerful ideas
can be transformative for
individuals who are drawn
in by the vision to create
positive action. The 'Ignite
Uncancelled' live-stream music project has been a great
example of a youth-led initiative which aimed high, venturing into unknown territory to produce an innovative
response during isolation.

Quickly developed in midApril, the project forged
ahead with an agile approach, experimenting and
learning how to overcome
obstacles along the way.
After 10 episodes, the weekly
series has successfully engaged 80 young people,
including nearly 60 musicians under age of 25. It has
provided an opportunity for

performers and crew to create a unique experience for
others to watch these creative sessions from home,
during a time when the possibility of live performances
had been abruptly halted.
The project has been inclusive, valuing the wide range
of skills amongst participants and helping to provide
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With many of us working from home, we are beginning to
notice all of the deferred maintenance around our house.
Spending hours commuting and then long days at work
leaves many of us too pooped to peep when we get home.
We become just a little bit blind to the dulling chipped
paintwork and all of the light switches looking like a forensic team has been through and dusted for fingerprints. Our
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EMERALD LIBRARY

Dr Mar&n’s logic puzzle
DOC
MARTIN'S LOGIC PUZZLE
3

Here’s what $30 can do…
During this pandemic, we’ve all experienced what it’s like
to be isolated – we’ve known fear, boredom and loneliness.
Imagine, however, if this was your daily life even without the
threat of COVID-19.
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7

7

For many people in our community this is what life is always
like. Sadly, in Casey Cardinia, there are many older or vulnerable people who are unable to leave their homes. Worse,
they may be unable to afford internet, e-readers and computers to help the time pass and connect to others. With
your support these people can feel less alone.
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Since March our library has been delivering book bags, audio books and digital services to people in their homes. This
has made a huge difference for over 4000 individuals and
families. I’ve been humbled by our community’s response to
this. Amber, a library member wrote to tell us how much she
appreciated the service.

2

“This is awesome! My dad relies on going to the library to
read as he can’t go online. This is perfect so now he can go
back to reading again and keep busy.”
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I know that once the library re-opens these deliveries won’t
be needed by so many people. However, there are still many
in our community who are not able to leave their homes
due to age, vulnerability to illness or disability. What if this
service was still available to them?
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We are also ready to deliver computers and devices to people in need so they can continue vital work and study from
home.
To continue these deliveries we need your help. Just $30 will
provide book deliveries to an isolated person.
Please Donate Now
www.cclc.vic.gov.au/support-our-book-delivery-service
Please help stop loneliness in Casey Cardinia.
Thank you.
SUE WALTERS

Dona Martin is a recently retired academic whose area
of focus was in Early years, Primary and Middle years
mathematics education.

Emerald Library

“In my recent move to Emerald I found a file, collated
over many years, containing puzzles that cover many
areas of the curriculum. Whilst in lock down I decided it was
time to work through this file. Rather than do this work in
isolation, I thought you could share in the fun with me. I cannot take credit for building most of these puzzles but
due to the way they have been collected, often just on scraps
of photocopied paper, it is difficult for me to acknowledge
appropriate sources. I therefore suggest we give blanket
thanks to any and all creative, sometimes mischievous
minds who find ways to test our mental agility.”
– Dr Dona Martin
3
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RENO FEVER

kitchens are chipped, chopped and challenged for today’s
modern needs. There clearly aren’t enough power points or
benchtop space to run all of the handy devices that we
now use daily like air fryers, sandwich grills, espresso machines and rechargeables.
Our doors are sagging and may not even close. They still have
door knobs on them although no one really uses them judging from the kick marks or boot holes clean through the nasty
hollow core at the base (must have been a particularly bad
commute that day). The carpets are worn, bathrooms damp
from leaking water somewhere and the tiles are dropping off
the wall. Somehow we have managed to ignore all of this and
now we have become obsessed with getting it sorted.

is more often the case. It is so surprising given that now we
have a thing called a mobile phone which can be used to
call anyone at any time, even to message people the night
before to let them know what is happening. Part of that
problem is our own responsibility to let them know when
the current job will be finished so that they can plan their
schedules. Tradies have many jobs on the go and the good
ones have many in the pipeline. It is important to respect
their time but also to be equally deserving of their respect
by ensuring access and paying on time.

No one can help but notice how Bunnings, Reece Plumbing,
Mitre 10 and Plumbers Clearance Centre are all overrun
with predominantly determined women and their partners
in tow, gripping paint samples, kitchen design diagrams
and carpet swatches. This observation is strictly based on
the placement of all the social distancing dots at the entrance to plumbing and paint supply isles. Other sections
don’t seem to have the same virus warnings and queuing
instructions. People are actually risking their lives to go in
confined spaces for hardware supplies trying to manage 1.5
metres in the melee. But tape measures are in isle 4 in case
anyone is distance challenged.

My reno fever has resulted in new doors throughout, new
ensuite, kitchen amendments, split systems, solar power,
insulation, new tiling and magicaly a separate living quarters is conjured up at one end of the house. While multigenerational households, Airbnb and rentals are in high
demand, I am happy to have a bolthole at one end of my
house to retreat to for a holiday since there is nowhere we
can go anyway thanks to the pesky COVID-19 virus. I understand that the Dandenong Ranges are a top tourist
destination. I even have Bam Bam Italian restaurant 3km
from my home for a culinary holiday experience.

However, it is possible to have heaven on earth by engaging your local trades people to come and work their magic.
The hills are a concentrated hive of tradies from painters
to plumbers. And hiring a local is a good investment in
your community. You can even indulge yourself and practice project management of these experts so that you feel
as though you have made some effort in the transformation. You are, after all, the visionary. When all of your planning homework is done, you can be the site supervisor as
the real talent rip out, rough in, shore up, waterproof and
straighten out your reno woes. Nick the plumber will take
care of all the waterworks of course and Danny is the only
person that I would have in to do any tiling. His standards
are much higher than mine and he is obsessed with straight
lines - a good thing for a tiler.

I only have to go to the end of my hallway, turn the sleek
new polished silver lever and be transported to a place
where there is no deferred maintenance to haunt me. I can
escape guilt for putting my feet up, turning on the Netflix
and promptly falling asleep in the chair (Leather recliner
with neck and lumbar support after a hard day’s project
management from Nick Scali, because I deserve it).
Carpenter/magician – Jarryd Peterson,
Carpentry 0413768620, don’t even hesitate

Avonsleigh

Tiling – Danny Crcic 0432642777, when only the best will do

There is no magician though quite like the carpenter, with a
hammer and saws as his magic wands. When you actually
observe how fast a carpenter can dispatch that rotten wall
and replace with new glowing timber, you wonder why you
waited for years to address that decaying ensuite. Jarryd
Peterson of Avonsleigh Carpentry is a star - a calm and
steady pro when faced with a thousand extra jobs that keep
getting added to the list. But you can’t help yourself. When
you see the transformation of your tired, sorry house into
a 21st century upgrade, it is easy to become overwhelmed
with wanting to get everything done.

Plumbing – Nick Sangster, 0413 422 842, just call Nick!
Heating/cooling - Richard Post, Efficient Air, 9756 7400,
stop burning dollar bills to stay warm
Insulation – Niki Cork, Enviroflex Pty Ltd, 9753 3811, Blown
in wall insulation
Bespoke exterior wood doors – Pete Cox 9768 3181, PM
Windows Pty Ltd, real attention to detail
Solar power - Wayne Foster, Solar Dynamics Pty Ltd
03 9580 0120, a complete service

One of the biggest issues when working with the trades is
communication, whether they are coming, or not coming as

MARY FARROW
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A LETTER TO BOB

longer great friends but had a shared memory of the past.
I decided to write an article about you and your family and
the interviews for this gave me a great insight into the interesting life you had lived.

Dear Bob

More recently I greatly appreciated that when I wrote about
local things in the Emerald Messenger you'd ring me and
add more to the story, sometimes clarifying the facts. I wrote
an article about fishing which was stimulated by you.

Although your passing didn't come, as they often do, as a
sudden 'bolt from the blue', this does not make it any less
saddening.

Dying during the COVID-19 plague was not a good idea. I
can only imagine the great turnout there would have been
for your funeral in normal times and the anecdotes which
would have been shared between your many friends, acquaintances, and family members. As it was there were the
ten allowed members of the funeral party and 29 watchers
on the internet. I wasn't happy with this so went up to your
interment in Gembrook but took care not to impose on the
grief of your family.

I've been thinking of our history together. As children we
were 'thick as thieves', bossing all the other kids, especially
the girls, on our walk (or should that be 'meander') back to
Clematis every day after school, for years. We had a lot of
fun, some of which I wrote up in a Signpost article some
years ago.
We scrapped a fair bit but never really hurt each other.
You were a stronger boy than I. I often visited your house
in what is now Naylors Road and once ended up at the
William Angliss hospital when your scatty dog bit me. No
great damage done.

Bob, I don’t believe in eternity or an afterlife but if there is,
your wife's faith should get you through.
Cheers mate

After primary school we drifted apart as we went to different schools. I can't remember if you were with me in the
Emerald Under-16 footy team but you may have been.

BILL PELL

We went off in different directions as adults but I occasionally saw you in the 'village'. It was only after I came back,
more or less permanently to Emerald about twelve years
ago that we ran into each other more often. We were no

Jarryd Peterson and the team have
been building for over 12 years. With
a love for fine detail and all things
carpentry our workmanship and craft
is of high priority.
We cater for all aspects of carpentry
as well as outdoor projects and small
renovations. Contact Jarryd and
discuss your carpentry needs.
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SNAKE SEASON JUST
8 WEEKS AWAY!

MELBOURNE’S SNAKE CATCHER, RAYMOND HOSER
GIVES ADVICE ON SNAKES AND SAFETY
As cold as it is now, in about 8 weeks spring will have sprung
and the snakes will be out and about.
While you can find snakes in all parts of the Dandenong
Ranges and all are venomous, there is no need to live in
fear or panic.
Firstly, there are nowhere near as many snakes in the
Dandenongs as in other parts of Australia. Many people
have lived here for years and have never seen a snake.
Secondly, not all of them are dangerously venomous although two of the four local species are and they are by far
the most commonly found.

Photo: Tiger Snake by Christopher Lance on Flickr

There are a lot of people who don’t want snakes in their
yards because they have fears for young children or pets.
This is quite reasonable. Kids may not know to avoid snakes.
Some pets may try to attack them and get bitten as a result.

Thirdly and most importantly, it is actually very hard to get
bitten by a snake! In the first instance they always try to
get away and most snakes will only bite when attacked. So
unless you are running around attacking snakes your risk of
being bitten is very low
1.

Snake safety is simple.

2.

Don’t go near a snake!

3.

If you are near a snake already, stay still or back away
slowly. People aren’t usually bitten by a snake when
running away from one.

4.

With snake season just weeks away, now is the perfect
time to do the things you can to keep snakes away from
your property like removing places they like to hide or loiter.
Clean out piles of rubbish, unused wood piles, sheets of tin
on the ground, excess ground-level vegetation and so on.
If you uncover a snake in winter, simply move on and let it
move away at its own pace or call a snake catcher. But be
warned, if a snake catcher has removed the snake, you may
think that your problem has gone. It probably hasn’t.
Snakes are creatures of habit and most of our snake removal calls are to properties that are perfect snake habitats. If
one snake found your property a good place to live another
may do so as well. Snakes generally don’t like their own kind
much so it is unusual to find more than one inhabiting the
same site. However once a snake has been removed from a
good living spot, the vacancy is left open for another snake
to move in. If your property is good snake real estate then
it’s likely you’ll get another snake at some point in the future.

If bitten, assume the snake is dangerous and apply a tight
bandage for the entire length of the limb and call 000.

Follow these instructions and your chances of dying from
snake bite are very low.

While it’s effectively impossible to stop all snakes entering
and living in a property there are a number of things you
can do to discourage the snakes most of which involves
simply cleaning away hiding places. Snakes have certain
needs and the most important is the need to regulate their
body’s temperature. This is called thermoregulation and if
a snake could have its way, it would have a body temperature of about 30°C all the time. This desire dictates their
movements on a day to day basis.
Because Melbourne and the Dandenongs are cool most of
the time snakes tend to be found in sunny places and gardens with a northerly aspect. While they will bask in the
open to get warm they prefer to bask in cover of vegetation and most people will only see snakes if the snake is
wandering from place to place, when they are gardening or
when a pet finds them. In hot weather when snakes move
around more they sometimes enter suboptimal habitats,
even houses, in search of cooler spots. If a snake overheats
they die! It’s that simple.

Trained handler Raymond with a Tiger snake
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If you have a rock garden, seal all the holes under the rocks.
Don’t give the snakes a place to hide.

dangerously venomous. The Small-eyed Snake and White
Lipped Snakes, which are both small can be regarded as
harmless (no deaths recorded from either species). Smalleyed snake deaths in the literature involve a very different
species from Queensland.

Remove overgrown and creeping vegetation as best you
can. Snakes will hide and secrete themselves in this as they
love ground-level vegetation that straddles sunny and
shady spots. In other words, remove all ivy, agapanthus,
blackberries, wandering trad and similar plants. Creepers
on rock gardens are great real estate for snakes.

With the exception of the Small-eyed snake which is always
blackish grey on top, the other species come in all colours,
patterns and combinations, so it is nearly impossible for a
lay person
to accurately identify them. Standard advice is
:RUNLQJWRJHWKHUWRZDUGVKHDOWKLHUPLQGV
to be safe and assume the snake you are looking at may
be deadly.

Avoid plants with spikes. Besides the direct risk they pose
to kids and snake catchers like me, snakes know they give
them protection from large animals and so will gravitate to
them. In other words no cactuses around your pool! While
snakes may climb, they generally don’t in the Dandenongs,
although occasionally Tiger snakes are found on fences,
house roofs and the like. Last summer I caught a tiger
snake in a home wall cavity at Gembrook.

Finally, if you see a snake in the garden the best advice is
move out of the way and leave it alone.

If you live in a bushy area and on a north facing slope your
property is ripe for snakes so here’s what you can do to remove housing for snakes.

Education Seminars

If you have pets (dogs or cats) or children under the age of
10 and the snake does not move on of its accord you should
have the snake removed.
Need to know more?
Visit www.snakebusters.com.au

6\YWYHJ[PJLVɈLYZ,K\JH[PVU:LTPUHYZ
throughout the year. The sessions are
facilitated by experienced psychologists
in a private, warm and supportive
6\YWYHJ[PJLVɈLYZ,K\JH[PVU:LTPUHYZ
6\YWYHJ[PJLVɈLYZ,K\JH[PVU:LTPUHYZ
environment.
:RUNLQJWRJHWKHUWRZDUGVKHDOWKLHUPLQGV

Put the 24/7 snake catcher phone number in your phone
Situations snakes love most are rocky retaining walls with:RUNLQJWRJHWKHUWRZDUGVKHDOWKLHUPLQGV
overgrown vegetation especially if there is a pool or pond now 0412 777 211.
nearby. This is snake heaven. If you have this, then remove
RAYMOND HOSER
overgrown plants to ground level and seal all holes at ground
Raymond has been keeping Melbourne safe from snakes for
level with cement. Deny snakes access to hiding spots.
decades. He has authored nine books and named more than
We
psychological
assessment
and treatme
Remove vegetation from fence lines and along
theoffer
housecomprehensive
100 snake species.
He also manages
a leading conservation
walls. Snakes tend to secrete themselves in these situations
and breeding facility for venomous snakes and collaborates
:RUNLQJWRJHWKHUWRZDUGVKHDOWKLHUPLQGV
and move about along the building and fence lines.
on numerous
wildlife conservation
projects
worldwide.
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If one side of the fence has ground cover and the other
doesn’t then the snake will still be happy. In other words
Group Sessions and Education Seminars also available
cooperate with your immediate neighbours to make
their fence lines and gardens equally snake unfriendly.
We offer comprehensive psychological assessment and treatment fo
We offer comprehensive
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Belgrave-Gembrook
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Emerald
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Local Snakes In The Dandenongs
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The four species most often found in the Dandenongs are
Copperhead (most common) and Tiger, both of which are
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While the Emerald Uniting Church
and Op Shop remain closed
at this time we still think of
people needing help.

Brown snake in Browns Road

Call our Pastor
Toni Vaka on 5968 2656
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IGNITING YOUTH INITIATIVES

a fun environment which may inspire even more ambitious
goals in the future.
During early episodes, artists performed remotely from their
own homes as the project was slowly evolving to produce
a more complex event. After organising access to The Gem
Community Arts Centre, generously provided for the whole
of June, project coordinator Blaise Cosme and myself began
to customise the space and titled it 'Elements Studios' for
the duration of the project. Given the complexity of both
the production goals and requirements to socially distance,
separate booths for live-streaming, platforms for multiple
cameras, advanced sound & lighting controls, an MC set and
various staging areas for artists were all carefully planned,
built and managed. Predominantly led by a small team of
young people, I assisted the facilitation of project which was
auspiced by Emerald Community House with the support of
the Committee of Management and President, Non Blair.

Photos: Harrison Ashford
support for young people like Blaise to 'dream big' has been
crucial. It has provided much needed confidence and source
of encouragement, which has been especially inspiring at this
time, considering the enormous challenges affecting the arts
industry during the COVID -19 crisis.
In addition to developing a rewarding opportunity for those
directly involved both on and off the stage, the project has
also helped strengthen connections within the community.
Beyond the enjoyment of the music and creative talents
displayed, the commitment and skills demonstrated by all
participants has highlighted the importance of listening to
young people in order to identify how best to support them
as they pursue different interests and challenges.

As the series unfolded, we introduced more challenging elements and improvements. Slowly, new capabilities would be
tested, helping build greater readiness to deliver the grand
finale – a 9 hour broadcast with 13 different performances
and interviews. The last show involved more crew members,
operating in small teams throughout the entire venue to assist artists from arrival to departure. All the crew involved in
Episode X on June 27th were phenomenal, c arrying out their
roles superbly and carefully. They kept a positive attitude
throughout the day, responding to many challenges, including a surprise township-wide power outage - inspiring!

The project was also fortunate to be a successful recipient
of the Cardinia Artist Response grant which enabled video

The initiative has been extremely well received with new performers and young creatives continuing to reach out and requesting to be involved in future events. Many businesses have
generously supported the project in different ways, ensuring
it could be delivered safely and successfully. In particular, the
whole team at Clear Systems in Mt Waverley have been outstanding. Their contribution not only in extra equipment but in

8
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interviews with each artist, conducted by Pia Nesvara, a
local musician and youth mentor. The moments that were
captured with different guests speaking about their journey
as emerging artists and creatives, brought another significant addition to the initiative. This further demonstrated the
positive impact in supporting access to opportunities for creative and personal development for young people. Projects
like this have huge potential to build invaluable skills, which
help when adapting to a changing world and to focus on
pursuing goals that provide joy and meaningful connections.
I am extremely proud and feel uniquely privileged to have
seen the results of such a wonderful team of kind and supportive young people working together. I hope to play a role in
more projects like this and trust they will be an ongoing source
of inspiration. The project motto has been to 'just dive in' and
tackle new adventures knowing there's support all around, if
we're just brave enough to ask for help. Collaboration can be
difficult but the shared rewards are worth it.
To find more about the team, artists, sponsors and purpose of
the project, visit www.ignitefestival.com.au or on social media.
PHIL BYERS

Episode posters for Ignite Uncancelled designed by Blaise Cosme.
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CHANGING TIMES A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION
Last year seemed to be a year of change. The youth got
organised and rallied people across the world to protest to
their governments on climate inaction. Many were inspired
by one girl in Sweden who somehow generated fear and
hate among keyboard warriors and men in high places.
2020 is only half way through but it has possibly been a
year that has produced more writing material than any
other year in our lifetime. Drought and bushfires across
Australia were more devastating and widespread than the
country has ever seen. But this was followed by the most
amazing generosity with millions of dollars raised and donated to assist victims.
Even before donations could be distributed came
Coronavirus pandemic. We all coped with this in our own
ways and the word “unprecedented” was used in unprecedented frequency. Just as cafes and restaurants started
to limp back, school children returned to classrooms and
numbers of guests for weddings and funerals gradually
rose - a black man dies in unthinkable circumstances and
a show of anger, disbelief and outrage has flooded across
the world. While not unprecedented, somehow this death
was different.

Judges Nathan Curnow and Emilie Zoey Baker

called the Louise Rockne Youth Section (First Prize $200)
In addition a sub-section has been introduced for each
section, allowing people for whom English is not their first
language. There is no extra work in submitting for this subsection but those eligible will be judged in both the main
section plus the sub-section.
Organisers are delighted to introduce this year’s judges:

If you’ve never written poetry, there’s no shortage of inspiration and material right now and perhaps there never
will be again. If you are a poet and haven’t been moved
to write something about the past few months, it may be
because there is so much to write about that it is taking
longer than expected.
That’s why the closing date for the Woorilla Poetry Prize
has been extended until Friday July 31st.
The Woorilla Poetry Prize is a national poetry competition that is based and coordinated right here in the hills. It
was established in the late 1980s as the joint initiative of
Woorilla literary journal founder Maria Millers and her journal poetry editor Louise Rockne.
The annual awards soon resumed as a coveted literary
prize of some renown.
When the Woorilla literary journal ceased publication, the
popular poetry prize went into recess. A hiatus of a few
years followed. Then in 2015 Maria Millers proposed restoration of the prize in partnership with Emerald’s annual
Performing And Visual arts in Emerald (PAVE) festival., auspiced by Emerald Community House Inc. 2020 represents
the sixth round of the Woorilla Poetry Prize as part of the
PAVE annual program.

Nathan Curnow is an Australian poet and spoken word
performer who has been writing and performing for twenty
years with his work featured widely around Australia and
overseas. He’s had his words projected onto buildings,
performed on stage, inscribed on park benches, turned
into song and visual art and published in beautiful books.
Nathan was a student and friend of Judith Rodriquez and
returns for a second year to judge the open section now
named in her honour.
Emilie Zoey Baker is an award winning poet and spoken
word performer who has toured internationally including
being a guest at Ubud Writers Festival, The Milosz Festival
Poland and was the winner of the Berlin International
Literature Festival’s poetry slam. She was a Fellow at the
State Library of Victoria, poet-in-residence for Museums
Victoria and coordinator for the National Australian Poetry
Slam. She teaches poetry to both kids and adults and was
core faculty for the spoken word program at Canada's
Banff Centre. We are delighted that Emilie will be judging
the Louise Rockne youth section this year.
Entries into the Louise Rockne Youth Section are free and
anyone between the ages of 12-18 can enter. This is a great
extra curricular activity or a way for young people to capture their feelings and try to make sense of these extraordinary times.
Entries into the Judith Rodriquez Open Section are $10 per
poem or 3 poems for $25. There is no limit on the number of
poems each person can enter and full terms and conditions
can be found at www.woorilla.org.au
Enquiries info@woorilla.org.au

This year marks some notable changes. With the sad passing of long time judge Judith Rodriguez and more recently cofounder and last year’s youth judge, Louise Rockne, both sections have been re-named to honour these important women.
The open section is now called the Judith Rodriguez Open
Section (first prize $1,000) and the youth section is now
10

To keep up to date with announcements on the Woorilla
Poetry Prize and awards go to www.facebook.com/
woorillapoetryprize/
NON BLAIR

Woorilla Poetry Prize Coordinator

EMERALD MESSENGER — JULY 2020

2020 Woorilla Poetry Prize

Visit www.woorilla.org.au for entry form details with terms and conditions

Entries Close 4pm Friday July 31st, 2020
Open section entries $10 each or 3 for $25
Youth section entries are FREE
In honour of two former Woorilla judges, this year marks the announcement of the Judith Rodriguez Open
Section judged by Nathan Curnow, and the Louise Rockne Youth Section judged by Emilie Zoey Baker.
Another addition is a new category of awards, in both Open and Youth sections, which has been
launched for entrants whose native language isn’t English. Woorilla is proud to continue the celebration of
talented writers, including those from culturally diverse backgrounds.
Poems from Winners, Runners Up, and Commendations for all sections and categories will be published
in a booklet available for purchase. Stay tuned for details about the awards presentation announcements
which will be live-streamed at a later date to be determined.

Open Section - Winner receives $1000 and Runner Up $250
Youth Section - Winner receives $200 each and Runner Up $50

Supported by
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MOVEMENT IS
MEDICINE
Can you commit to self-care this winter? Can you be strong
and move every day? Feeling fit and strong is gold. Here
is the thing – no one is going to hand this to us on a silver
platter. We need to do some work, be self-disciplined and
stick to a routine.
As the days get shorter and the nights get colder it is easy
to forget our summer/autumn exercise routine. This reduction in movement results in us having less energy as well as
decreased immune function. It can even change our posture – we hunch over to keep warm and scurry around to
avoid the cold air and slippery ground which can even adversely affect our spine and feet.
Our posture can shape our thoughts – hunched over posture makes us think small and can affect our self-confidence. It can also trap our body by imprisoning the organs
inside the bones that are pulled into a smaller and flexed
over position. Our body then gets used to and adopts this
position. We may not even be aware of this until some pain
develops, bringing it to our attention.

What if we continued to straighten up, walk tall, breathe
deep and move? The effect on how we feel is immediate –
strong, proud, confident, HAPPIER!
Intention and habit
The great thing about starting an intention is that it is
highly likely to become a habit. There are many theories and
much research on how long it takes to create a new habit.
Some research suggests that new habits can be formed in
as little as 21 days. Obviously some new habits are easier to
develop than others. So let’s just start by having a plan of
self-care and self-improvement.
Learn to see yourself as ‘that person that has great selfcare habits’ and picture yourself as if you have already
achieved your desired result. Intention is defined as an aim
or plan, while habit is defined as a regular tendency or practise, especially one that is hard to give up. Habits beat intentions every time.
Habits seem to make little difference on any given day and
yet the impact they deliver over the months and years can
be enormous. A slight change in your daily habits can guide
your life to a different destination. Making a choice that is
1% better seems insignificant in the moment but over the
lifespan its impact can be massive.
One of the best ways to stay healthy and active during the cooler months is to set up a winter exercise habit.
Something that motivates and encourages you to get up
and into action.

SPECIAL

1. Put exercise in your diary - Just like a business appointment, schedule in time to look after yourself. Keeping fit and
active should be a priority all year round but is especially
important to set as ‘non-negotiable’ in the cooler months
to ensure it gets done.

10% discount
when mentioning
this advert*

2. Book a class/join a gym - It may sound simple but for
those of us who thrive on training outdoors, winter may actually be one of those times where training indoors is safer
and more desirable.

Terms & Conditions Apply
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3. Get a workout buddy - This will greatly help you to commit to your self-care habit. We will show up because we
do not like letting others down, we like spending time with
friends and it is more fun! Sharing ideas and workouts is
also a sure-fire way to keep each other interested.

6 – Acknowledge your success – You have worked hard for
this self-improvement which not only benefits you but everyone else in your life. You will be strong enough to handle
what life throws at you but more importantly, you will be
strong enough to enjoy the gift of life.

4. Set a goal – Set a self-improvement related goal rather
than weight related goal! For example, you may set yourself the goal of running continuously for 5 minutes, then 6
minutes, etc. Or your goal may be to decrease knee pain or
to sleep better. Write it down in a diary on day one, then
write it again a few months later with the question ‘how
did I go?’ with the intent of writing ‘nailed it’! Training with
purpose for a goal will help keep us motivated and enthusiastic all year round.

And remember to give yourself a high five and a massive
pat on the back.
DI DALL’OGLIO

Emerald Pilates

5 - Reward yourself - Reward yourself for sticking to your
intention and developing a new habit by journaling your
achievements – write the words ‘I am so proud of myself’
or ‘I am important’ ‘I feel amazing and energetic now as a
result of sticking to my plan’ – or whatever positive messages make you smile! You could also reward yourself with
new active wear, new socks or runners!

IMPORTANT CORONAVIRUS UPDATE

ADVERTISEMENT

THE PANDEMIC HAS BEEN TOUGH FOR EVERYONE,
BUT WE NEED TO STAY CONNECTED, & STAY THE COURSE.
In recent months we have supported each other in many important and
positive ways, and shared care, resources, friendship, food, and help.
We’ve been tested in record numbers, and we’ve sacrificed special occasions
and important milestones to safeguard others. So many Victorians have lost so
much; and they will need our ongoing care, recognition and support.
And so as Restrictions change and we gradually move to re-open businesses
and return to individual and group activities, it’s so important that we
continue to take care of ourselves, and each other. That we practice physical
distancing, and good hygiene, and don’t take chances with our health or the
health of others.
It’s a long road ahead, but we can recover, and we will recover.

THANK YOU FOR ALL OF YOUR EFFORTS

& LET’S STAY SAFE, TOGETHER.

Harriet Shing MP
MEMBER FOR EASTERN VICTORIA REGION

216 Commercial Road, Morwell VIC 3840
P: 1300 103 199 E: harriet.shing@parliament.vic.gov.au
harrietshingmp
@ShingvWorld
Authorised by H Shing, 216 Commercial Rd, Morwell. Funded from Parliamentary budget.

Automotive service & repairs
4WD –CARS –PETROL –DIESEL
5968 6031
297 Belgrave-Gembrook Road, Emerald
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THEY SHOOT HORSES DON’T THEY?
The horse is an iconic symbol of human endeavour for 5000
years. Humans bear responsibility to care for this much loved
beast of burden. That includes the careless decision to turn
them loose on a sensitive environment.
The next three articles provoke thought on our responsibility to
be humane when we live up to bad decision making. – Editor

PASSION FOR
BRUMBIES

Brumbies are a very relevant part of the snowy mountains
story. The history and cultural significance of the brumbies
and mountain cattlemen is an integral part of the snowy
mountains identity and Australian history. These brumbies
are very capable of being educated and becoming strong,
reliable, riding and working horses with a wonderful temperament and are extremely versatile for the whole family.
They may not be as glamorous as some but you’ll never
find a tougher or more sure-footed horse due to the environment they come from where hills are rough and steep.
Many believe there is no need for eradication of the brumbies and would rather see an ethical and systematic local
partnership approach to management of the brumby population. An approach which is consultative and inclusive of
experienced and qualified horse people with knowledge of
brumby behaviour could be embraced.

Photos: Kirsty Hall
“Trapping will be used as the primary method to remove
feral horses from all areas in the Alpine National Park area.”
On Monday November 11th 2019 the applications for rehoming brumbies closed. Just over a month later bushfires
ravaged NSW and Victoria killing an estimated one billion
animals, a number that no doubt included many brumbies.

In 2018 Parks Victoria introduced ‘The Protection of the
Alpine National Park: Feral Horse Strategic Action Plan
2018–2020'. The plan states, “Shooting free ranging horses
will not be used to control free-ranging feral horses. In year
three of this plan an evaluation of the success or otherwise
of trapping and other capture methods will commence. If
results demonstrate that the use of additional techniques
may be required to achieve adequate protection of the
environment from feral horses, further public consultation
and dialogue will be undertaken on techniques such as
shooting of free-range animals.” The plan also states that

Since the fires Parks Victoria have not conducted any new
surveys on numbers of surviving brumbies so the true number
that survived the fatal fire season of 2019 -2020 is unknown.
Under the cloak of COVID-19, Parks Victoria in conjunction
with the Victorian government have decided to implement
a culling program in direct contravention of their own strategic action plan. Culling was supposed to be a last resort,
not the first resort. Since then there has been no chance to
implement any trapping or rehoming programs as outlined
in the strategic plan.
It’s worth considering that for every brumby in the high
country, there are 300 deer. There may be a problem with
brumbies in the Alpine National Park but there is also a
problem with introduced deer and wild pigs, both of which
also damage the environment. The government has failed
to adequately manage all of these non-native species.
Not only is there an increase in deer numbers in the Alpine
National Park, their numbers have increased in other parts
of the state as well. In Victoria, feral deer are listed as a key
threat to native species in NSW and Victoria.
Brumbies usually have just one foal each year whereas deer
will have as many as 3 fawns in a year. Wild pigs give birth
14
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to litters of between 1-15 piglets several times every twelve
months. The population of these two introduced species
must surely outnumber the brumbies. But unlike deer and
wild pigs, brumbies could be trained and re-purposed.

If the government and Parks Victoria go ahead with the
culling operation without a clear and comprehensive post
bushfire recount of the brumby population they could be
wiped out with no opportunity for interest groups to attempt rehoming and retraining of this national icon. Not
every death will be quick and none will be painless, causing panic in the herd. Is Parks Victoria and the Victorian
government the best choice for judge, jury and executioner
when dealing with wild animals and the environment given
recent events in the bushfire affected areas?

There is some evidence that during the recent fires brumby
tracks worked as fire breaks in certain areas. The environment and the remaining species are clearly under threat
but does this mean that eradication of the brumbies is the
only option? There is definitely a need for effective control
and management of non-native feral animal species including deer and pigs and not just in the Alpine National
and Kosciuszko National parks but right across the state.

KIRSTY HALL

Tai Chi and Qigong

Friendly and welcoming
family business

Online Classes

Owners Ken & Helen
Hunt have been at
Monbulk Jewellers
since 1994, assisting
and providing quality
services for the
local communtiy and
surrounds.

Quality Onsite Repairs
& Restoration

Australian Argyle Pink
Diamonds

Quality Onsite Repairs & Restoration.
New jewellery designed and made.
Diamond and gemstone specialists.
Engagement Rings

www.chigeneration.com.au

info@chigeneration.com.au
0437 949 919

New jewellery designed and made • Engagement Rings
• Diamond and gemstone specialists
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WHEN PETS GO FERAL
“And he ran them single-handed till their sides were
white with foam.
He followed like a bloodhound on their track,
Till they halted cowed and beaten, then he turned their
heads for home,
And alone and unassisted brought them back.
But his hardy mountain pony he could scarcely raise a trot,
He was blood from hip to shoulder from the spur;
But his pluck was still undaunted, and his courage fiery hot,
For never yet was mountain horse a cur.”

Although the decline in Corroborree frog numbers is primarily caused by a disease, the indirect effects of feralhorse trampling on the vegetation (and directly onto the
frogs) is severely hampering any conservation efforts to
save the species. Many advocates for the ‘Brumby’ have an
overly-romanticised view of feral horses believing that they
are an Australian native animal (which they are not) and as
such have a right to be there. There are over 10,000 feralhorses roaming all over the Victorian and New South Wales
Alpine region with numbers increasing most dramatically
in the past 15 years. With only 17% of Victoria set aside for
National Parks surely these feral-horses do not belong in
our most fragile natural environments.

- Extract: The Man from Snowy River,
source – Australian Poetry Library, Andrew Barton Paterson.
Introduced feral-horses (Equus caballus) have had a dramatic negative impact on fragile alpine environments in
Australia. Trampling and grazing has reduced vegetation
cover and increased soil compaction, erosion, siltation and
stream bank damage resulting in reduced water quality and
widespread water catchment damage. Endangered ecological communities such as wetlands, sphagnum bogs and
fens are critical habitat for several endemic species such as
the critically endangered Corroborree frog (Pseudophryne
corroborree), as they provide critical breeding habitat.

Fossil records indicate that the history of cats goes back 33
million years when the European Cave Lion ranged extensively throughout Europe, Asia and into Alaska. From Canada
to Mexico the North American Cave Lion roamed and across
Eurasia and in the America's sabre-toothed cats thrived.
Lions and cats have been heavily persecuted and hunted
throughout history with most living species either endangered, critically endangered or functionally extinct. For example, the Balkan Lynx has such a small population that
its demise is inevitable. In contrast to all other members of
the family, the domestic cat now ranges across most of the
global terrestrial landscape, expedited by humans.
The domestic cat is singlehandedly responsible for the global extinction of at least 63 species. In Australia, both feral
cats and free-roaming pet cats kill over one million birds per

The Corroborree frog is a native species under threat of extinction
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What can we do to help biodiversity? Support the removal
of feral horses in the alpine, support conservation efforts
that are helping to restore alpine ecosystems, practice responsible pet ownership (with your cat) and support the
conservation of our native dingo that helps to keep feral
animal numbers in check.

day and are in part responsible for the loss of 20 mammal
species including the lesser bilby and the desert bandicoot.
More than a dozen species of native reptiles are threatened
with extinction in the near future caused by the global estimate of 600 million domestic cats. In Australia an urban cat
kills up to 30-50 times more animals per square kilometre
than feral cats in the bush. For example, an ordinary domestic cat can kill 186 animals a year, while feral cats in a natural environment on average kill 40 reptiles, 38 birds and 32
mammals annually.

HEREMAIA TITOKO

Final year student Environmental Science – Charles Sturt University

Predator-prey relationships are heavily influenced by habitat structure and quality. After bushfires cats have been
shown to quickly move into the homogenised landscape
and exploit it for small mammals and other prey that have
difficulty hiding and are forced to forage in the open.
The incidence of bushfires and increased grazing pressures
have meant that small native species are now more vulnerable than ever to predation by roaming cats. Coupled
with the persecution of the dingo (whose role as a trophic
regulator could help keep feral cat numbers in check) and
changed fire regimes have paved the way for the success of
the feral cat in the wild.
ARTS & CULTURE

FINDING OUR WAY IN THE DARK
The Belgrave Lantern Parade normally draws a crowd of
7000 plus at winter solstice but this year due to COVID-19 the
iconic festival has been reimagined. Undaunted, organisers
came together (maintaining social distancing rules of course)
along with support partners including the Belgrave Traders
Association, Yarra Ranges Council, Burrinja Cultural Centre and
Yarra Ranges Tourism to fill the shop fronts of Belgrave with
beautifully lit, hand crafted lanterns.
Much like the delightful Christmas windows at Myer, members
of the public were able to mark the longest night with a stroll
in the main street of Belgrave to view the lanterns which were
on display throughout the town from June 20th to July 5th.
Here’s hoping next year we will be able to come together to
celebrate this extraordinary community in person and once
again light up the darkest night of the year.
MEREDITH COLE

Belgrave Lantern Festival Reimagined 2020

Feature & Level Surveys
Title Boundary Re-establishment
Consolidation of Titles
2 Beaconsfield – Emerald Road,
Beaconsfield.

Phone 0400 543 157
www.oneplangroup.com.au

Subdivision
Our focus is to provide quality, professional,
personalised land surveying services
throughout Victoria focused on the hills
communities north of Beaconsfield.
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DEER MANAGEMENT
FORGES AHEAD
AERIAL SURVEY OF THE CARDINIA CREEK CATCHMENT
Deer are an emerging and already serious threat to our
Australian environment.
Their numbers have increased exponentially over the last
couple of decades in our area and are now causing destruction to the environment, serious financial hardship to farmers, destroying local gardens and are an ever-increasing
threat on our roads.
The Cardinia Deer Management Coalition (CDMC), a group
of concerned local landowners based largely around the
Cardinia Creek catchment, formed in October 2018 in response to the growing problem of deer. CDMC have been
educating the public about deer damage and deer control
ever since soon after its inception. Early this year, following an invitation from local MP Jason Wood, the CDMC
were fortunate to gain a Federal Government Environment
Wellbeing grant for $22,000. The purpose of the grant is
to conduct an aerial survey of representative areas of the
Cardinia Creek catchment, extending from the Cardinia
Reservoir in the north to the Cardinia Creek parklands
in the south and from Narre Warren East in the west to
Pakenham Upper in the east. The survey will be done by
helicopter using a thermal imaging camera and take place
sometime during the last week of July, though this may
change due to CoViD-19 regulations.

first accurate data on the size of the problem we face in
Cardinia Creek catchment and give us our first indication
of the size of the response required to give our environment
a fighting chance.
“This is the first survey of this kind in Victoria using the latest high technology equipment and experts in this field to
survey deer in a peri-urban and rural area. Many local councils and government authorities have expressed an interest
in the methods being used to see if this technique may be
expanded into their area. The CDMC will be sharing all this
information openly to encourage and support a better collaboration against the environmental & financial destruction being caused by deer in our landscape. The Federal
Government Community Environment Grant has been a real
game changer for us. It has enabled the CDMC, a community group of volunteers, to conduct a ground-breaking aerial
survey using the latest technology under the supervision of
experts in this field. There is a lot of interest by local councils
and government agencies like Parks Victoria and Melbourne
Water in the methods and results, and we are keen to work
with them to get the best outcomes for everyone.”

Flights are normally performed at dawn & dusk to maximise
the difference between the heat signature of the animals
and the cooler background. The thermal imaging technology
will enable the differentiation between kangaroos, livestock
and deer and will be able to “see” through the canopy”. It will
probably also identify dogs, wombats, possibly cats, and in
an unexpected but delightful side benefit, may even give us
our first ever survey of koalas for the valley.
Helicopter surveys have recently been carried out in a periurban area near Brisbane to quantify deer numbers there
with great success and minimal disturbance to the locals,
both livestock and human. The CDMC will be able to use
the data gained by the survey to establish the number and
location of deer with the aim of developing a more strategic and better targeted response to the deer problem.

MIKE HALL

Cardinia Deer Management Coalition

Virginia Lawrence

your local family, funeral
& marriage celebrant

The CDMC are supported in this endeavour by the three local councils of Cardinia, Yarra Ranges and Casey, as well as
Melbourne Water and Parks Victoria. They are very grateful
to the Federal government for the grant and their support
for this project. The CDMC will be letter dropping survey
areas, informing local media outlets and using social media
to inform the local community about the survey.
Dr Mike Hall, president of the CDMC said,
“We would like to be able to help the local landowners
better in their efforts to control deer and save their farm
incomes and the environment. This survey may give the

celebrantgin.com
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THE LAST LANDMARK
With the demolition in July 2005 of the old post office
and store, the last recognisable building from the early
days of the Monbulk Village Settlement disappeared from
Monbulk’s Main Street. With it went a mural of the 1890s
‘bark hut bakery’ at The Patch with little Johnny Hanna in
his sugar-bag suit.
When David Moore’s home in Moores Road became the first
post office in Monbulk, school was sometimes disturbed by
loungers on the verandah waiting for the mail to be left
there. In 1900, Jane and Robert Nation built a shop and
dwelling that took the trade from huts and wagons.

Mural of the old Monbulk PO at Monbulk Community Hub by Tim Bowtell

When Monbulk for the first time could support two stores,
settler Steve Burne in 1908, built a home with two shops
under one roof for Misses Sarah and Annie Siddle, nieces of
David Moore.

service parcels to the boys at the front, snipped out ration
tickets and dealt with frustrated customers who had to
wait for their cigarette quota.
When Harry Hunt took over in 1947 it was still ‘a simple affair of moderate activity; a small room adjacent to and a
part of the building which was also the grocery store and
the home of the owners. One mail inwards, picked up by the
public, mostly the children after school, and one mail out
to Melbourne daily. A small manually operated telephone
switchboard had only five subscribers. The Post Office clock
belonged to Miss Siddle, a typical old-fashioned large-faced
pendulum machine like those in every post office and railway station’.

For forty years from then the Misses Siddle were institutions in the sleepy village. Miss Annie Siddle in the Post
Office and Sarah managing the small store and newsagency. Meat from Olinda now came down to be left at Siddles’
once or twice a week. A third shop sold sweets to the school
children on one side of the shop and drapery on the other.
Once the telephone line reached Monbulk in 1910, Miss
Siddle rang Lilydale as soon as she opened the Post Office,
to see if the line was clear and to check the office clock. This
set the time for all of Monbulk and The Patch, which had no
phone until 1920. During World War II Miss Siddle still had
only two subscribers.

Post-war migration and a growing commuting population
saw the focus of the business community move to the other
end of the Main Street. A new Post Office was built in 1980
but later moved across the road. Azaleas long retained
from Jock Murray’s front garden no longer bloom in their
planter boxes.

The two women were very different characters and did not
always get on. Sarah liked the races but Annie was a strict
but kindly churchgoer who disapproved of short-sleeved
dresses on the Lord’s Day and was snappy with dilatory
schoolchildren. Respected and admired by the whole community, they raised their brother’s children, who later helped
in the shop and did deliveries.

Nothing visible now remains of the old Main Street. The old
shops opposite the school retired behind new fronts and termites completed what fire began. Only the core of Nation’s
store and the old Anglican church can be detected with difficulty behind their extensions. It is to be hoped that with
future rebuilding in the main street the town’s agricultural
history will be remembered, not forever lost.

Both ladies went out of their way to help. When the school
burnt in the disastrous 1913 fires, those schoolchildren who
were cut off from home took refuge with the Misses Siddle
and both stores were saved by local residents. During the
Depression years needy families could count on extended
credit or found their debts forgiven and at Christmas little
gifts appeared on doorsteps.

DOROTHY WILLIAMS

Further information: Monbulk: Living in the Dandenongs
(Dorothy Williams); available from Monbulk Newsagency.)

In wartime, Miss Annie walked miles to deliver telegrams
personally to servicemen’s anxious families. Japanese assistant Miss Artso disappeared on the outbreak of war, to
be replaced by Ruby Seamer. She attended to War Service
payments to wives every second Thursday, sent off monthly

Painting of the old Monbulk Store by artist Tim Bowtell
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KEEPING OUR
LOVED ONES SAFE
KEEPS US
TOGETHER
It’s up to all of us to keep our friends and families safe.
• No more than 5 visitors at your home.
• Outside the home, families and friends can meet in groups of up to 10.
• If you do have to see people, keep your distance. No handshakes
or hugs. Maintain good hygiene. Don’t share food or drinks.
• If you’re feeling unwell - you must stay home. Don’t visit friends
and family. Don’t go on holiday. Don’t go to work. Stay home.
And if you have symptoms - get tested.
This is a wake up call. We cannot be complacent.
The only thing between us and a second wave is what we do next.

For details go to vic.gov.au/CORONAVIRUS
Authorised and published by the Victorian Government, 1 Treasury Place, Melbourne
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WHY SO MANY FOOD
INTOLERANCES?

A diet and body that doesn’t support healthy gut bacteria
but rather promotes bad bacteria, can suddenly recognise
certain foods as being 'foreign invaders'. This is one of the
reasons why the FODMAP diet is suddenly so popular.
In some cases you can be predisposed to allergies due to
genetic history and then something like a virus, a bad bout
of gastro or a hormonal imbalance can completely change
your gut flora which then can 'switch on' a food intolerance.
All of a sudden you can’t tolerate foods you previously could.

I often get asked why food intolerances are so common now.
Whether it's coeliac disease, gluten intolerance, IBS, fructose
malabsorption, nut and egg allergies, salicylates, the list is
endless and appears to be growing as we learn more about
the human body and the food we put into it. What exactly
goes into our food poses a big question as to whether this
is a contributing factor to the ever increasing allergies and
intolerances.

Another theory as to why there are so many food intolerances is that we simply don’t know exactly what chemicals from pesticides or other treatments are being used
in our food production. This is another great reason to encourage us to grow our own veggies or buy from farmers
markets and local fruit shops.

Our food and diet have evolved so much in the past 50 years
that quite simply our bodies can’t keep up with digesting it
properly. Food now comes in any shape or form and not always in its wholesome natural form. There is an overwhelming amount of food that contains numbers, chemicals, additives and preservatives as shown on our labels.

The good news is that with some food intolerances, (not
coeliacs) you can gradually build up your gut strength and
over time start adding foods back into your diet. It just depends on how sensitive you are. By being diagnosed properly and with the right treatment such as dietary changes
and gut healing, these symptoms can ease.

Symptoms of food intolerance can range from bloating,
gas, respiratory problems, fatigue, sore eyes, rashes, diarrhea, nausea, cystitis and brain fog. Mentally, some food
intolerances can also affect us with anxiety, depression,
sleep issues and irritability. Often people live with constant
bloating and just think it’s normal for them. Unfortunately,
over time if you don’t eat the right way for your body, nutrients will not be absorbed in to cells efficiently, which can
lead to extreme fatigue and even disease.

Food intolerances can be frustrating, even debilitating.
Once modified though, a whole new lease on life can take
place. The brain fog will clear and you will feel amazing!
MEGAN BOURKE

Nutritionist

There are a number of reasons collectively which contribute
to allergies. The western diet is definitely a big contributor. Processed food and eating quickly, ultimately results in
poor digestion. It can also damage gut bacteria which then
make it harder to digest food - hence bloating, digestive
discomfort and gas. Food intolerances also have a massive
genetic component. If your mum or grandfather had some
form of intolerance, asthma or eczma, chances are either
you or your children will have some repercussion.

RECIPE: CHOC BANANA MOUSSE

Research is showing the modern diet which can be high
in sugar, animal fat, caffeine, alcohol and processed food,
also damages our gut integrity and strength which can
then have a flow on effect to other systems in our body.

(Gluten free, dairy free, FODMAP friendly, nut free, egg free
but not taste free!)
Serves 4
Ingredients:
2 x large bananas
1 x tbsp cacao or cocoa powder

N UTR I T I O N A L

400 mls coconut cream (I used the light one)
2 x avocadoes

Megan Bourke
NUTRITIONIST

M.0400

2 x tbsp maple syrup (may not be needed according to how
ripe and sweet the bananas are)

590 613

Super, dooper easy…this recipe is so quick and easy. You just
throw all ingredients in to a food processor/thermomix/
blender until it’s all blended together.

BHSc. Nut Med

meganbourke@nutritionalbalance.com.au
Nutritional Balance
nutritionalbalance.com.au

*Works well with raspberries too instead of the bananas.
*Keeps in the fridge for 2 days.
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Continued from June edition

SCARLET FEVER, 1933
I am abducted to some place where nothing is familiar but the
rattle of cutlery. Days of drifting in and out of sleep uncertain of
reality, evaporate all my past experience. There is only a vague
present that slowly grows into a new familiarity. The volunteer in
the floral dress doesn't bother me again. I look on at the occasional quiet bustle of overworked nurses as if through thick glass.
Attention is silent, cursory and efficient. I make no trouble, cause
no disturbance and demand nothing. I lie behind an invisible
barrier, impenetrable from either side, for an immeasurable time.

The Queen’s Memorial Infectious Diseases Hospital, Fairfield
“The only treatment available was to isolate the patient from
others to prevent the spread of disease and all the diseases
were accompanied by fever.” Western District Health Service.

~
I am allowed to spit, and the dose is repeated. ‘It will make
your throat feel better,’ assures a strange cheerful voice.
Will it? A plump hand pats my head and moves away. Did
I manage to be good? Have I heard that voice before from
one of the change-daily faces? It spoke to me as if I was
real. It is a tiny ration of comfort that steadies me enough
to hold the next revolting mouthful and bubble through it
until I am allowed to spit.

get broken and soon drift into a deep sleep.
I wake to a new contentment and scramble to my feet to
see what is happening. The child in the next cot sits engrossed in some activity of her own. She has plump, rosy
cheeks and golden brown hair that falls into curls of its
own accord without any bobby pins or rags or long hours
of standing while it is brushed around fingers. I watch
her longingly. The girl looks up, smiles and extends a fist
through the bars. I reach towards her but it is too far. She
stands up to lean over the side of the cot. She is taller and
can reach further. She speaks! "Do you want a stamp?"

I wake one day to find that a wonderful tree has appeared
in the dim distance at the end of the ward. Nurses hang
beautiful coloured things on it that gleam and shine and
sparkle. Each day, I watch the tree, waiting for a small
movement of air to set the decorations glinting. ‘Christmas’
is coming, I hear. The word has a familiar ring that awakens
hopefulness and a tinge of excitement.

Nodding, I stretch a little further until our hands touch. The
girl withdraws her fist, takes a small square of paper from
it and passes it slowly and thoroughly over her tongue. She
presses it firmly on the back of my hand. "Do you want another one?" she says. I nod, wordless but eager. I receive
another stamp and another. They cling to the back of my
hand, thick, wet and spongy. It is not newspaper that you
can tear and crumple into balls that unroll themselves
again with delicious papery sounds while you squeal with
glee, romping and laughing…

Father Christmas arrives and stands smiling and waving beside the beautiful tree, dressed all in red. Out of his
bag he draws unimaginably wonderful toys! They’re real! I
watch in awe as he hands them to the nurses who bring
them round to one cot after another. Even for me there is a
present! And a smile!
My breath comes fast and my eyes can hardly take in the
sheer beauty of what I see. Lying in a box covered with
cellophane is a tiny china tea set, all complete. I am too
overwhelmed to even touch the four little cups tucked into
cardboard slots at each corner, each with its matching
saucer and plate. In the centre of the box lie a real teapot,
milk jug and sugar basin with a lid, fitted into shaped holes.
Every piece sports an identical posy of minute, delicate pink
and blue flowers.

It is story book paper. I look down into the girl's cot and
discover the mutilated book half hidden by the messy heap
of blankets just as a passing nurse pounces. I am scolded
as the slobber is washed from my hand, laid down and covered up. I hide my face under the blankets and ache with
anguish. I have taken part in dreadful wickedness.
***

I sit staring, rendered weak by the glow of delight that animates every cell of my body with joy. A rush of love and gratitude flows through me for grace unmerited has been granted to me. It is really for me, the bad girl! I lift the teapot out of
its hole and find flowers on the other side too. Even the hole
is magical, with a handle and spout of its own like a teapot
ghost. I lift a cup to my lips, blissfully sipping air.

Home to mother, father, sister, books, dolls.
Outside the entrance stands our real, square, familiar car.
Its side curtains are all in place and I can see clearly through
real windows made of stuff that isn't real glass, in frames
of dark, wrinkled leather. The handsome maroon-red paintwork gleams beneath its spattering of glistening drops. On
the front seat Auntie Gladdie’s borrowed rug comforts me,
greeting me with the promise of wrapping me warm and
snug-as-a-bug.

When it is time for us all to sleep off our excitement, there
is joy in nestling each cup and saucer in its own place, reuniting the teapot with its ghost-shape and making the set
look like a new present again. I am relieved to watch my
treasure taken to be stowed out of sight where it will not

This is my motor ride at last. Perched stiffly on mother’s
knee I clutch a handful of woolly fringe as I watch the
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thrown to the dangerous fire I had been so often warned
off. Imagination conjures his writhing death agonies. I flee
screaming from my murderous mother, hysterical with grief,
rage and terror. If my child has been done away with, will
hers be next? I am well and truly slapped for my unforgivable tantrum, repeatedly and hard.

wonderful world flash past. The sky is just the crayon blue I
remember. Trees in my real world do not hold presents but
they have bendy leaves and wave their branches properly.
I try to breathe in the scent of their dampness but can only
smell stinking hair. "She doesn't know me," she quavers to
him tragically. I wonder scornfully, how my mother can be
so stupid.

"There's Pearlie," she says later, encouragingly. The opalescent kewpie doll on the white marble mantelpiece leaps
magically back into existence, smiling at me impishly. My
mother has put her there to wait for me beside the white
lion, family photographs and the red devil. Red cats still sit
beside a tall dark one. A great black vase holds branches of
the fluffy pussy willow that I love to touch. I know them all.

She talks. I sit in silence, relearning the world and its words.
She asks questions about the hospital. I do not want to
hear. Why does she keep reminding me, now that I have
escaped? She questions further. I grow rigid. She makes a
small noise of distress.
Perhaps something is required of me. Perhaps speech?
Perhaps if I speak, this woman who feels so disconcerting
will somehow drive away the horrors - the alien nurse, the
poisonous gargling, the filthy Phenyl. Perhaps then she will
be sorry for me and cuddle me.

"Pearlie!" Sliding off her knee I trot across the room and
reach up, yearning. I am lifted and perched back on the
knee clutching my doll. I kiss Pearlie’s never-failing smile, her
never-scolding mouth, warm the celluloid face against a
cold cheek. I watch her iridescent colours change and move
as I rock her. I touch the gleaming moulded arms and legs
that cannot flail or kick, or smack or hold people down.

My mouth remembers how to form the words in my head,
dragging them slowly from a pit of remembered terror.
"I had to wobble for a nurse with a thing on her lip like
Grandpa." She bursts out laughing. Soon everybody who
knows us will be laughing at me too as she repeats my cute
saying over and over. There is no comfort in this woman.

She carries both things to the cot and lays us down. My
Pearlie sleeps with me, nestled in the soft hollow of my very
own bed with cosy blankets cuddling our necks. We curl up
in my corner, at one with the things around us, surrounded
by the protection of dark patterned wallpaper and warm
dark cedar woodwork. There is nothing white anywhere in
the room. I breathe painlessly, face to the wall. My cot is a
safe place.

I look around the room. Dust motes still dance in the sunbeams. They fall on the glowing golden silky oak table and
the soft sage green of the carpet square with its one huge
spray of pale pink roses. Behind me the wind rustles the leaves
of the bamboo thicket that shades the single west window.
My eyes rove past the tall glass doors and writing desk of the
dark bookcase at the head of my cot, to the scrolled marble
mantelpiece surrounding the small black grate.

***
The green doors actually exist. More than half a century later the sight of them set me shaking. My head began to feel
cold and damp as I walked through them again. My footsteps along the corridor brought the old familiar echoes. I
gulped the taste of anxiety, guilt, unworthiness, rejection.

Washing day. I stand watching my mother lunge at bubbling, steaming clothes with the fibrous end of the softened copper stick and I pester her to know the whereabouts of Teddy. My unwashable, straw-stuffed child has his
orange-yellow fur kissed thin and grimy. I can't find him. I
want him. I miss him. He needs cuddling. He needs loving.
I want him now. I want her to leave her work and find him.
Now. I whine until she can fob me off no longer. She turns
on me angrily. ‘I threw the filthy thing under the copper.’ I
bend, stunned, to look into the fire and jerk back from its
heat. There is no trace of Teddy. My beloved is dead and
gone, consigned heartlessly to the flames. Deliberately

My infectious friend with her foreign disease lay cut off from
the outside world in a long ward built for fever patients in
1904 when “the only treatment available was to isolate
the patient from others to prevent the spread of disease
and all the diseases were accompanied by fever.”(Western
District Health Service.)
I recognised the ward immediately. I discovered a dim
screened alcove at the far end - so that’s why the Christmas
tree was in the dark. As my hand rested on her sheet, I
jerked it away from the cold hospital feel and knew for the
first time why I can’t stand linen sheets.
I returned home shaking. Nothing prepared me for facing a
nightmare become reality, fantasy become fact. Memories
of emotion and sensation came surging back to amplify
events never forgotten. I had scoffed at my own unlikely
snatches of memory. Now wordless images flooded back,
agonizingly real, filling forgotten spaces with the feel, the
sounds, the emotions. Few words rang clear. The feelings
were so intense but only now do I have the words to describe them and so begin to clothe my infant desolation
with understanding.
DOROTHY WILLIAMS
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YARRA RANGES SHIRE COMMUNITY
RELIEF AND SUPPORT AGENCIES

Below is an abbreviated list of services that are available.
These organisations are happy to respond to your enquiry
about availability of services. These organisations are also
excellent sources of information, resources, community
connection and referrals for additional assistance.

The COVID-19 pandemic is causing unprecedented challenges for everyone. Many individuals, families and communities find themselves needing support and it can be
daunting to ask for help or to know where to start.

For more services go to www.yarraranges.
vic.gov.au/Council/Coronavirus-Updates/
Community-relief-and-support-agencies

Please know that there are many organisations located in
the Yarra Ranges that are dedicated to providing support
to people when they need it. Many of their usual services
have been adapted to suit COVID-19 restrictions.

RELIEF & SUPPORT AGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION
Organisation

Service

Contact Details

Area Serviced

Yarra Valley Health
(Eastern Health)

Health services delivered
online and via phone

1300 342 255

Yarra Valley
region

EACH

Health and allied health
services online and via
phone

1300 003 224

Yarra Ranges,
Knox and
Maroondah

Health and allied health
services online and via
phone

www.inspiro.org.au/our-services

Yarra Ranges Council Aged
and Disability Services

Delivered meals

1300 368 333

Yarra Ranges

Discovery Community Care

Fresh fruit and vegetables,
and long life items

F1/122-124 Beresford Rd, Lilydale

Yarra Ranges

COMMUNITY HEALTH
SERVICES

Inspiro

www.each.com.au

FOOD RELIEF

Thursday evening meal
(takeaway)

Open Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
10am-3pm
Ring 9739 6801 for an appointment
Thursday meal (takeaway), beside
Olinda Hotel, at entry to Showgrounds
6.30pm-7.30pm

Soupees

Hot soup plus blankets,
clothing and etc available.

Main St, Upwey, beside Bendigo Bank.
Fridays 3pm-7pm. Ph: 0409 607 610
www.facebook.com/Soupees
24
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Foothills Community Care
Inc

Free food assistance

8711 8677

Family violence support

contact@foothillscare.org.au

Dandenong
Ranges

www.foothillscare.org.au
Upwey Baptist Community Church,
cnr Darling Ave & Burwood Hwy,
Upwey (opposite Upwey train station).
Mondays from 5.30pm.
Ferntree Gully Guide Hall,
Underwood Rd, Ferntree Gully (opposite
train station). Wednesdays from 5.30pm.
Nourish Network

Hope on Friday

Food boxes

lisa@ripplekindness.org

Support for families of
primary school age children

Nourish Network on Facebook

Food boxes

Hope in the Hills Christian Church

Outer east

Tecoma area

3 Clifford Grove, Tecoma
Fridays 8.15am-9.15am
Phone ahead on 0437 195 550
Emerald Community House Food is Free cupboard,
Food Bank resource

356-358 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd,
Emerald

Dandenong
Ranges

Open 9am-4pm Monday to Friday
Phone: 5968 3881
Eastern Volunteers

CIS Yarra Ranges

Shop from home service.
Low cost service to pick
up and deliver food and
medicine

Phone: 9870 7822

Food vouchers and financial
assistance. Information and
referral service for enquiries
including housing, health,
family support and mental
health.

Phone: 9735 1311

Yarra Ranges

www.easternvolunteers.org.au
Residents can phone with their shopping list and pay with a credit card.
A volunteer will shop for them and
deliver the items to the resident's door.
10am - 1pm on Mon, Wed and Friday

Yarra Ranges
Shire

www.cisvic.org.au/getting-help/
cis-yarra-ranges
info@cisyarraranges.org.au
Office is closed until further notice but
phone assistance is being provided.

Dandenong Ranges
Emergency Relief Service

Groceries, vouchers and
consultation

Phone: 9754 7777 or 0468 468 430
enquire@drers.org.au
www.drers.org.au

Dandenong
Ranges

Monday-Friday, 9am-12.30pm
Open Door Church Monbulk Food Pantry

Cnr David Hill / Moxhams Rds

Monbulk

Available 24/7 on verandah
Ph. 9756 6700 www.facebook.com/
opendoorcommunitychurchmonbulk/
FAMILY VIOLENCE RELIEF
EDVOS

Family violence support

Phone: 9259 4200

Food relief

1800 015 188 (after hours)

Material aid

Monday-Friday 9am-8pm
Saturday 9am-5pm
edvos@edvos.org.au
If immediate danger, call 000
25
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Cardinia Shire Council

COVID-19 Community Relief
Services Flyer

This community resource flyer has been compiled by the Cardinia Shire Council Relief and Recovery Committee.
The following providers have indicated they are available to provide support and relief services during the current
Covid-19 crisis. The information contained below is accurate as at the date of publishing but may change without
notice. It is strongly recommended to call providers to confirm available services.
For more detailed information including the full Cardinia Service COVID-19 Relief Directory please visit
https://www.cardinia.vic.gov.au/coronavirus

FOOD RELIEF
ADRA – Adventist Development &
Relief Agency – Pakenham
(take away meals, essential care
packages and home delivery)
Ph: 1800 242 372
adra.info@adra.org.au

Emerald Community House
Free food through foodbank available
24/7.
358 Belgrave-Gembrook Road,
Emerald 3782
Ph: 03) 5968 3881
emhouse@iinet.net.au
Gurudwara Baba Budha Sahib Ji
Providing freshly cooked vegetarian
meals for those in need.
Food delivered between 6-8pm daily.
Order before 12pm each day.
Ph: 0469 826 283
Ph: 0433 483 335
Salvation Army
Essential services still running and
care packages are being provided in
partnership with ADRA.
Ph: 03) 5941 4906

HOUSING SERVICES
Wayss
Dandenong branch is open for the
following services:
family violence support services,
homelessness support services,
youth support services, tenancies
support.
Ph: 03) 97916111
www.wayssltd.org.au

Australian Red Cross
Provision of care packages –
delivering food and relief packages to
the door through Australian Post.
For all Red Cross enquiries not
related to COVID-19:
Ph:1800 232 969
For all Red Cross enquiries relating to
COVID-19:
Ph: 1800 675 398
Follow Bless Collective (Food Van)
Providing pre-packaged nonperishable food packs and toiletries.
Ph:03) 5943 2137
info@follow.church

Caring Connections of Upper
Beaconsfield
Assistance to those who may be
vulnerable or isolated (Beaconsfield
Upper, Dewhurst, Guys Hill).
-Assistance with shopping, pet
walking, social contact via phone.
Ph: 0407 952 286

Meals on Wheels
Providing meal delivery service to
people aged over 65+. For Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander People this
service is available for those over
50+.
Ph: 03) 8573 4960
St Luke’s Cockatoo
In association with Food Bank Vic are
running a food bank service each
week.
Ph: 03) 5968 8459

Planet Shakers
Emergency food and toiletry relief.
RCS products.
Sundays 10.30am to 3pm
12 Bormar Drive, Pakenham.
Ph: 03) 9896 7999

DONATIONS

TRANSPORT & DELIVERY

Salvation Army
Non-perishable food items can be
left at:
51 Bald Hill Road, Pakenham
3810
Ph: 03)5941 4906

Tour Local
Free transport to and from shops
between 7am and 8am.
(Seniors and people with a
disability)
Ph: 03) 5941 8800
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Food Bank
Preparing meals for the distribution
by Australian Red Cross. Requests
can be made through the COVID-19
hotline.
Ph: 1800 675 335

Turning Point Church – Koo Wee Rup
Food service preparation and
provision is running.
Ph: 03) 5997 2217
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PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SERVICES
Aboriginal Men’s 24 Hour Crisis
Support Hotline
Family violence issues, parenting,
communication, separation,
relationship stress.
Ph: 1800 435 799

ERMHA – Eastern Regions Mental
Health Association
Providing services for people
facing challenges resulting from
disability, mental illness, trauma
or substance abuse.
Ph: 1300 376 421

Telecross – Australian Red Cross
Provide a daily phonecall to check
on people who live alone and are
at risk.
Ph: 1300 885 698

Beaconsfield Neighbourhood
H ou s e
8 O’Neil Road, Beaconsfield 3807
Ph: 03) 8768 4400
coordinator@bncinc.org.au

Beaconsfield Upper Community
Centre
10-12 Salisbury Road,
Beaconsfield Upper 3808
Ph: 03) 5944 3484
office@ubcc.org.au

Cockatoo Community House
23 Bailey Road, Cockatoo 3781
Ph: 03) 5968 9031
M: 0401 062 396
cch@taskforce.org.au

Emerald Community House
358 Belgrave-Gembrook Road,
Emerald 3782
Internet, printing, referral and
childcare services. Mon-Fri.
Ph: 03) 5968 3881
emhouse@iinet.net.au
Outlook Community Centre
24 Toomuc Valley Road,
Pakenham 3810
Ph: 0427 911 935
outlook@outlookvic.org.au

Bunyip and District Community
H o us e
40 Fourteen Mile Road, Garfield
3814 (Garfield Recreation
Reserve)
Ph: 0481 895 509
manager@bdch.com.au
Lang Lang Community Centre
7 Westernport Road, Lang Lang
3984
Ph: 03) 5887 5704
LLCC@langlang.net

NEIGHBOURHOOD HOUSES

Living and Learning Pakenham
I nc .
6B Henry Street, Pakenham 3810
Ph: 03) 5941 2389
admin@livinglearning.org.au

CRISIS SUPPORT
1800 RESPECT
Ph: 1800 737 732
Kids Helpline
Ph: 1800 55 180

Aboriginal Men’s 24 hour Crisis
Support Hotline
Ph: 1800 435 421
Lifeline Crisis Hotline
Ph: 13 11 14

Beyond Blue
Ph: 1300 224 636
Mensline Australia
Ph: 1300 789 978

FAMILY VIOLENCE SUPPORT SERVICES
Safe Steps 24/7 Family Violence
Crisis Service
Ph: 1800 015 188

Police Assistance Line
Ph: 13 44 44

Windermere
Ph: 1300 946 337

I f y o u a r e a c o m m u n i t y g r o u p o r r e l i e f s e r vi c e p r o v i d e r a n d w o u l d l i k e t o be i n c l u d e d o n t h i s f l y e r ,
p l e a s e C a r d i n i a S h i r e C o u n c i l e m e r g e n c y @ c a r d i n i a . v i c . g o v. a u

Cardinia Shire Council
Civic Centre
20 Siding Avenue, Officer
PO Box 7
Pakenham 3810 (DX 81006 Pakenham)
Phone:
1300 787 624
Email:
mail@cardinia.vic.gov.au
Web:
cardinia.vic.gov.au

Cardinia Shire Council – Version 1.1 – 26 May 2020
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Current Open Hours
Monday - Friday
10am - 3pm
Ph: 5968 3881

July 9th, 2020

Important Update

Emerald Community House Inc. continues to closely monitor developments in relation to
the spread of COVID-19 and we are acting on the advice of health authorities.
Emerald Community House Inc. is committed to supporting the community through the
COVID-19 pandemic, while also keeping you safe.
With Stage 3 restrictions reintroduced, plans for Term 3 haven’t been finalised for what we
may be able to offer the community. Emerald Community House Inc. has procedures in place
which staff, tutors, participants, volunteers and members need to abide by. Please give us a
call on 5968 3881 to re-enrol and discuss if your course will be going ahead in Term 3.
Please see below a list of current services and what may be available later in Term 3

OFFERING

MAY OFFER

Out-Of-School-Hours care
Occasional Childcare
Food is Free Cupboard 24/7
Developing your Writing Skills
Public Internet
Printing/Scanning

Computers
Literacy for Adults with a Disability
QiGong for Health & Healing
Emerald Wellbeing Group
Developing your skills for the Workplace
Everyday Literacy through Cooking
More Yoga Programs
Meditation for beginners

VIRTUAL TAX HELP
Contact the ATO 13 28 61

BOOKING ENQUIRIES
Contact the Office to confirm
bookings or enquire about
programs which have been
affected by Stage 3 restrictions

Emerald Community House Inc.

356-358 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd, Emerald VIC 3782
Telephone: 03 5968 3881
Email: emhouse@iinet.net.au
www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au
www.facebook.com/emeraldcommunityhouse
Our Vision is to be a place where connections are
made and opportunities are realised.
Our Mission is to consistently meet the needs of the
community by providing quality community development
activities, programs and services.
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Garden & Environment
Design Your Own Edible Food Forest In Your Backyard
Course Code FF

With Peter Allen

Use tools to build guilds within the food forest to help each tree with the effects of wind, sun, pollination
and reduce detrimental effects as well as fungal issues. Please bring your lunch.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Sunday July 12th
10am - 4pm, Telopea Mountain Permaculture, 134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
$104.50 (inc GST)

Growing Berries, Sub-Tropicals & Citrus in Cool Climate
Course Code GBC

With Peter Allen

How can we grow 14 avo, 8 macas, 8 sapotes, guavas, banana & many more in Olinda/Monbulk without a
glass house. How to grow berries & vines, its all about placement, plus the essentials for citrus growing.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Sunday August 9th
10am - 4pm, Telopea Mountain Permaculture, 134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
$104.50 (inc GST)

Winter vs Summer Pruning

Course Code WSP With Peter Allen
Tips and tricks to reduce workload, reduce disease entry and create fruit or rejuvenate old trees. Focus
on the advantages of pruning at the correct time to control disease, fruit and tree size. We also look at
how to get the right tree first, so reducing the workload for the next 50 years of fruiting. Bring your lunch.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Sunday August 23rd
10am - 4pm, Telopea Mountain Permaculture, 134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
$104.50 (inc GST)

Arts & Culture
Developing your Writing Skills

Course Code DYWS

With Maria Millers

Would you like to develop your writing skills further, become an author, a literary critic or write moving
editorials? You will be introduced to a range of creative writing techniques that will help to develop your
own personal writing skills. This is a supportive atmosphere headed by a skilled teacher with some
students already published or going on to be successful authors.
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Friday July 24th - September 11th (8 weeks)
12:30pm - 3pm, ECH Meeting Room
$50 (including material & amenities fees)

Health & Wellbeing
Yoga Workshops

Course Code YW

With Lisa Baker

Restorative Yoga Workshop:
Relax the mind, restore the body.

Backcare Workshop: Rid yourself of unwanted neck
and back pain and start on the road to pain free life.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:
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Saturday July 11th
1pm - 4pm, ECH Hall
$50

Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:
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Sunday July 12th
1pm - 4pm, ECH Hall
$50
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COMMUNITY

NEWS FROM THE
PHILANTHROPIC
COLLECTIVE

We continue to remain optimistic as we move forward with
the planning process for HOTG 2020. Our major sponsor,
Yarra Ranges Council, require all community grant recipients to notify Council of intention to proceed by July 15th.
The logistics of adding further overlays of creative endeavours continue to be workshopped to ensure we keep the
festival fresh and inspired as we move forward, albeit, in
uncertain times.
Our committee have resolved to postpone the event until
2021 should we be mandated to do so if community transmission continues to increase or a capping of numbers be enforced. The amount of work involved by the organising committee would not warrant producing the festival with numbers
capped at 500 for public gatherings. Watch this space.

This is our opportunity to share a little more of what we
do within the community as well as keep you posted on
all matters Halloween on the Green (HOTG) and our Free
Food Program. Here is what's happening, what's new
and what you should tell everyone about. Please help us
to spread the good word about the Collective. Got some
news? Let us know and we'll add it in.

Essential Services
Personal Protective
Equipment Vigilance

Daisy West completes the local talent line up

Our Free Food Program volunteers have once again reinstated pre COVID-19 lockdown precautions when facilitating each of the 6 versions of the program. Team members
continue with wearing disposable gloves and hair nets,
masks and face shields, frequent hand sanitation and data
keeping of current contact tracing lists. The practice of social distancing at all points along the collection and distribution chain continue with extra precautionary signage
measures in place to alert community members collecting
care boxes of produce to keep socially distancing.

A hills staple is our very own Daisy West who will grace the
main stage for Halloween 2020. Daisy West came to the
rescue in 2019 as a last-minute replacement act and blew
the gum leaves off Ferny Creek Reserve with their incomparable style. Fronted by the sublimely gifted Blin Vanheems,
whose voice is as supple as it is powerful, the band melted
their place in the hearts of our hill’s community who fell under
the Daisy spell. We were honoured that they chose our Hotg
main stage to launch their debut release, Bellis Perennis.
Daisy West are an exciting soul rock band hailing from the
Dandenong Ranges and is the complementing final piece
to ensure the tradition of local talent has the opportunity
to showcase and shine.

Victorian Health Minister Jenny Mikakos earlier this week
said no stay-at-home directions had been issued for the
hotspot areas but geographical lockdowns would not be
ruled out in future.

Reimposed Restriction verses Planning

Premier Daniel Andrews also echoed the potential strategy,
claiming the National Cabinet's roadmap out of the coronavirus pandemic had included geographical shutdowns
as an option.

The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has created an unprecedented global situation, including right here in Victoria.
All public and private events must ensure they follow the
Victorian Government advice and directions issued by the
Victorian Chief Health Officer including guidance on social
distancing and restrictions on non-essential gatherings.

With our neighbouring municipality of Casey being identified as a ‘hotspot’ for community transmission, we remain
vigilant to ensure we all play our part in remaining safe.

We, like everyone, continue to wait and see how the unfolding months play out as we share the disappointment of restrictions being reimposed as we unfortunately experience
cluster outbreaks within our state.

HOTG - Never in the Red
Our event is months in the planning and with the level of
support from both small local businesses and large corporates towards our cause is always truly heart-warming. The
number of participants may have fallen as a direct impact
of COVID-19 however in-kind support has been offered in
spades. We acknowledge and understand that times are
tough and our organising committee have passed a resolution to not seek a financial contribution from smaller local businesses this year. We continue to engage with larger
corporates for financial buy-in as we work our budget overlays to ascertain what is possible.
The Philanthropic Collectives approach to the financial
structure of Halloween on the Green is to always remain in
the black as with every event, regardless. We simply will not
place ourselves in a position which would see us dependant
on ticket sales, stall holder fees or donations on the day for
the event to remain solvent or to prop-up the running costs
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associated with producing the festival. Everything on the
day is accounted for and paid for upfront with any monies
raised purely a bonus but never our motivator.
Joining the pieces through YRERN membership
Membership through Yarra Ranges Emergency Relief
Network (YRERN) has enabled our small charity to build on
connection with each other and be assisted with material
support in real time. This month has seen us be contacted
by member groups such as Holy Fools Inc and Equal Bites.
We have gathered chef prepared meals, warm winter clothing and bedding for some of our most vulnerable community members as well as a pallet of Noah’s juices. None of
this reach would have been attainable without this diligent
level of wonderful engagement and willingness to share
overlap of produce and goods across our network. From initial response to collection and same day distribution in a
matter of hours is what we do best and we remain grateful
to be a part of this network.

expenditure is seconded towards overhead running costs of
our program. Our high functioning, productive and amazing
team of volunteers make this possible each week.
We are actively seeking sponsorship through discussion with
major corporates to support our only outgoing, fuel.

As we move forward as a collective through open and honest dialogue, we nuance what each member can bring,
share and ultimately respond to as a unified group supporting our community. Thank you once again YRERN.

Thank you team, your tireless dedication in supporting everyone in our community who needs support has become
our calling card. All is possible when good will is the core
value proposition.

Time's up to submit Grants
Several community grant opportunities are now open as
our small team shift focus to throwing our hat-in the-ring
in this ever competitive and crowded space. The complexity
of grant submissions, the requirement for supportive documentation, detailed evidence-based data and alignment
with application criteria and outcomes evaporates large
amounts of energy and dedicated time. Producing high
end responses which capture the true essence of what we
are about and how we make a tangible difference to the
lives of our community requires a unique skill set.

Positions Vacant
Do you have what it takes to be our advertising representative? We are seeking a dedicated person or more to work
alongside us to write copy and seek new avenue streams
for advertising. The work involved is administrative and
requires a high degree of competence across social media
platforms and sponsor client liaison.
Raising our profile level to the many charitable endeavours
we actively undertake within our community is the goal. For
many years we have flown under the radar simply delivering projects without fuss, such is our style and yet we remain relatively unknown within the wider community.

Unfortunately, we are not able to engage a professional
grants writer and our call for experienced grant writers to
assist has not yet been fruitful. Never ones to give up, our
small team will do their best to submit grant applications
within the time frames required. We have been fortunate
to experience the benefits of access to grant funding which
enables us to achieve so much more with immediate and
direct positive community impact. May the best grant win!

With further visibility comes the ability to have further
reach and access which ultimately transpires into support
for our community, particularly our most vulnerable.
If you are that person or know of someone who would enjoy the role, has a mind for e-commerce and is adept with
social media with time to spare please contact Andrew directly at andrew@philanthropic.org.au

First time grant a charm
We are pleased to announce that our humble little hills charity
has welcomed our very first small grant of $500.00 through
Yarra Ranges Emergency Relief Network (YRERN), sponsored
by Yarra Ranges Council. Our thanks go out to both organizations. The funding will be shared across our Free Food Program
volunteers as a token gesture fuel subsidy.

Help Share the News
Please spread the word about our Free Food Program.
Donations of end of day café or restaurant meals are now
being sought. We will arrange for collection and door-todoor delivery to community members most in need. Check
in on neighbours and please practice social distancing
when you call in on them. Our Facebook and Instagram
volunteers work hard to bring informative and engaging
content to both platforms. Without your help these efforts
will go largely unnoticed. Liking a social media post is great
but commenting and sharing a post is even better. Help us
reach out. Thank you!

Our team currently clock over 11,000 kilometres over a fortyweek period per year with all fuel costs absorbed solely by each
of our volunteers. No team member has ever approached us
for any assistance with fuel expenditure, such is the nature of
the good will our team offer. It is wonderful to be able to give
back just a little.
This is a remarkable achievement and testament to what a
grass roots level project is empowered to achieve. We take
pride in deliberately partnering with local organizations, utilizing community assets to ensure no valuable hard-earned

BELINDA YOUNG

Communications Director – The Philanthropic Collective
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Emerald Community House

Occasional Childcare

Location:

Emerald Community House
356-358 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd,
Emerald

Childcare Operates:

Weekdays 9:30am-2:30pm

Enrolment:
Enquiries welcome
Tracey Shuttleworth
Children’s Services Director

• Childca
re subsid
y availab
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• Regula
r temper
ature
monitorin
g
• Freque
nt
handwas cleaning and
hing
• Contro
lled acce
ss to cen
tre
• Small
numbers
in care
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6 month children from
s to 5 ye
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p
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Enquiries & information:
www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au
Contact Emerald Community House:
Phone: 5968 3881 Email: emhouse@iinet.net.au

emeraldmessenger.com.au

FREE

